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2007 HI-DEF-SPECS LOBSTER CLASSIC 

GRRRGEAR  FITASC  -  SQUADED  WITH 
GEORGE DIGWEED
By Eric Steinkraus

The phone rang and it was Kate from Addieville 
telling  me  I  had  won  a  chance  to  shoot  with 
George  Digweed  in  the  GRRRGEAR  FITASC 
event.  WOW!  That would be like getting to play 
golf with Tiger Woods!  Better re-read “It’s got to 
be  perfect”,  better  watch  “Digging  for  Gold”, 
better take notes, better record this somehow so 
other Travelers might glean something from this 
encounter.  A  written  piece  was  certainly 
something I could do and that is all I was going to 
do at first.  But in a casual conversation with a 
fellow club member on the 5-stand one night a 
couple of weeks before the event he told me that 
he wasn’t  going to be able  to attend the shoot. 
“Wouldn’t  it  be  great  if  someone  could  film 
George shooting the event”,  he  said?  “Yes.”  I 
said finishing his sentence, “And wouldn’t it be 
great to post the film on You Tube so everybody 
could  see  it”?   Upon  hearing  this  Stefanie 
Steinkraus graciously offered to shoot the video 
and the fruits of this effort can be viewed at the 
You  Tube  website,  http://www.youtube.com/ , 
using  the  search  the  term  “George  Digweed”. 
The film is of George shooting parcours three and 
four and there is a bonus clip of his hip shooting 
demonstration and the now famous 110 yard teal. 
Addieville has thrown some of the best FITASC 
targets I’ve experienced anywhere, and this year’s 
selection  didn’t  disappoint.   These  were  better 
than any targets I saw all year, including the U.S. 
Open, and I felt the same way last year. 

We  started  on  parcour  three,  a  relatively  flat 
straightforward group of targets.  Nothing more 
than a modified choke was necessary for any of 
these, but watching George shoot them with his 
fixed  .040  and  .045  certainly  made  you  think 
about that option.  That combined with Gamebore 
paper 1 ounce 7 ½’s produced a lot of smoke, but 
the most remarkable thing about watching George 
is the perfection in his gun handling. He moves 
the 32” 8 ¼ poundish (?) Perazzi with absolute 
precision and no wasted motion.  His hold points 
are  fairly  close  but  perfectly  efficient  and  his 
move is  matched identically  to  the  target  he  is 
shooting.  He uses no more gun movement than 
what  is  required and has  an abbreviated follow 
through  that  doesn’t  go  much  past  where  the 
target breaks.   He keeps the gun right with the 
pieces.   To me it appears that he comes up on 
anything quartering and adds lead and he comes 
up somewhere in front of his crossers, mounting 
a fair percentage of the lead and then adding the 
remainder.  See the films on You Tube and you 
be the judge.

Parcour  four  was  more  challenging. 
There was plenty of contour to deal with and the 
targets were faster and farther away.  The mound 
in the center of this parcour added an interesting 
and memorable dynamic, and served to separate 
the pegs visually. There was an excellent 90 mm 
teal off to the left that got everybody’s goat for a 
while  (even  George’s),  but  everything  else  for 
Digweed  was  hit  hard  even  at  great  distance. 
George  is  workmanlike  in  his  approach  to 
FITASC.  When he isn’t shooting he is sitting in 
his cart relaxing.  He didn’t view the show targets 
unless he was first, and he spent almost no time 
watching  anybody  else.  He  appeared  to  be  not 
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wasting any mental or physical energy, which as 
he was shooting the main event on the same day 
made perfect sense.  

Day  two  we  started  out  on  parcour  one 
which is one of the most visually stunning I have 
ever been on, with the pegs running up a flowing 
hillside like standing on the face of a giant wave 
that provides a very long background to views of 
the  surrounding  hills.   They  did  set  monster 
targets here last year, but this year they backed it 
off  a  bit.  Targets  below  the  feet  were  only 
encountered on the third peg, and the mini tower 
seemed  redundant  as  there  was  plenty  of 
elevation change already.   It was still stunning, 
but without the teeth.  
The  final  parcour,  number  two,  used  a  more 
subtle elevation change and hillside to make what 
looked like straightforward targets more than you 
bargained for. It was a workout for the rest of us, 
but George scored 25 here.  He shot as close to a 
flawless  parcour  as  I  have  ever  seen  anybody 
shoot.    In  this  100 target  event  which George 
won with  a  94,  he  only  shot  about  115 shells. 
Everything  was  dead  with  the  first  barrel. 
Standing behind him there  was no doubt  about 
what  needed  to  be  done.   It  was  a  perfect 
demonstration  of  technique  right  before  your 
attempt.  Monkey see monkey try to do! When it 
was  over,  there  were  handshakes  and  pictures 
with  George  who  couldn’t  have  been  nicer 
throughout the weekend, or more generous with 
his time.  He is a true champion and the best clay 
target shooter I have ever laid eyes on by a wide 
margin. It surprised me when I heard that only 45 
had  signed  up  to  have  a  chance  to  shoot  with 
George. If he is back next year or you ever get the 
chance to shoot with him, TAKE IT.  It will be an 
experience you will never forget.  

As  an  aside  there  was  a  local  TV 
cameraman  from  http://kettlebottom.com/ who 
filmed the sporting, but at this time I see nothing 
on their site.  Maybe by the time you are reading 
this  they  will  have  some footage  of  George  as 
well.

SPORTING CLAYS MAIN EVENT
By Phil Steinkraus

It warms the hearts of more than a few of us to 
see the Lobster Classic fully grow into itself, the 
biggest “big blast” in the Northeast, an event of 
national scope and prominence. While the title of 
this  event  has  changed  to  the  Hi-Def-Specs 
Lobster Classic, we in the CTSCA remember it 
was our leader, Al Anglace, who deserves much 
of the credit for creating and co-sponsoring this 
event in the first place. This year’s championship 
may have enjoyed a full field of 340 plus guns 
but it was Travelers who largely filled the squads 
when this event was in its infancy. The Travelers 
has  gotten  some  things  right  and  some  things 
wrong  over  the  years  but  being  involved  in 
creating the Lobster Classic is surely one of the 
best things we ever did for sporting clays. 

Those who shoot at Addieville know that 
separate courses for each day of this 200-target 
championship  are  the  norm.  Both  courses  ran 
sixteen stations and course designer Jack O’Brian 
had plenty of opportunities to test all shooters on 
every  subject—and  Lord  knows  he  did!  You 
often hear the quacks on the internet talking about 
good  and  bad  targets  as  if  an  entire  course  is 
either one or the other. I would say particularly of 
Saturday’s targets but also of Sundays that these 
were  comprehensive  courses  in  that  they tested 
and touched on all skills involved in competitive 
shooting. Yes there were long targets with a lot 
speed that required the big six-foot leads but there 
were also the deceptive little quartering shots that 
required  no  forward  allowance.  There  were 
droppers  and  risers,  offset  teals  and  straight-
forward  rabbits.  About  the  only  discouraging 
words  I  will  say about  these courses  was even 
when you got  shooting  well  you never  got  too 
excited  about  it  because  the  presentations  were 
touching on every element of your overall game. 
You always had the feeling it was only a matter 
of  time  before  they  served  up  something  you 
couldn’t really handle and the jig would be up! 

Saturday brought us to the woods course 
just off the entrance road to the club house and 
the day’s best station for my money was a true 
pair, left-to-right medium high midi crosser with 
a high looping then dropping chandelle. The midi 
was as much about gun speed as lead and if you 
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could keep on line and resist stopping the gun at 
the edge of the trees, it was money in the bank. 
After you’d pulled the trigger then it was just a 
matter  of  looking  in  the  right  place—dead gun 
out there staring into space with your mouth open 
waiting  for  something—anything  to  happen. 
Plenty never saw this dropping chandelle at all. It 
was truly a study in land marking the background 
as  hold-point  references.  This  was  a  difficult 
enough shot if you did everything correctly but if 
you didn’t  have the gun at  the right hold point 
and weren’t looking in the right spot for the target 
to  appear,  this  was  a  damned  near  impossible 
shot!  My candidate for hardest  station was the 
rocketing, climbing true pair of offset teal. Traps 
were positioned to the right and left of the box 
and these explosive birds climbed high and fast 
crossing paths three quarters of the way into their 
flight,  just  where  you’d  have  like  to  take  your 
first shot! This is an example of something that 
undoubtedly would have been much easier as a 
report  pair,  but  no  matter  how  hard  I  tried  to 
concentrate  I’d  get  flustered  when  those  flight 
paths  would  cross.  The  most  obnoxious 
presentation (a new designation for a throwaway 
pair that ought to be easy but you still manage to 
screw up!) was a report pair of a quartering left-
to-right  from  behind  your  left  elbow  on  a 
declining line and a low right-to-left staller at 30-
35-yards. This was a very unforgiving station as 
the first bird was a short stroke and demanded a 
spot  on  insertion  point.  The  second  target  was 
exactly the sort I can shoot over the top of all day 
long. It starts out flat, you get a line on it and then 
just as you pull the trigger it fades. You fire and it 
becomes  another  untouched  clay,  suitable  for 
recycling.     

Sunday’s  course  was  behind  the 
clubhouse and in many way’s a FITASC shooters 
dream with some nice longer presentations. While 
there  were  also  plenty  of  true  pairs  here,  the 
orientation and timing of most of these stations 
was much more forgiving than Saturday’s course. 
The  hardest  station  for  my  money  was  a  long 

report pair off a tower, a high arching right-to-left 
chandelle  followed on  report  by  a  high  left-to-
right  crosser  that  slowed  and  finally  started  to 
drop.  Both  took  substantial  leads  and  I  would 
dare say the key here was never to shoot over the 
top on either. The good news was you got a good 
look at both birds and could take your time with 
the  crosser—but  not  too  much  time!  My 
candidate  for  Sunday’s  most  obnoxious  station 
was a true pair  of left-to-right,  face-on loopers, 
one  at  40  yards  and  the  other  at  30.  This  was 
pretty choppy timing for most of us and I tried 
unsuccessfully to shoot the long bird quickly and 
then take my time with the close one. I saw plenty 
of  people  run  this  but  it  really  was  a  struggle 
when it came my turn. My vote for best station 
was a report  pair of a high, right-to-left  crosser 
from the tree line followed by a rising, offset teal 
trap shot--both at about 40 yards. It was set on the 
side of  a hill  and you got  a  good look at  both 
elements and could take the crosser so as to set 
yourself up for the trap shot. A quick peruse of 
scores shows that I felt while both courses to be 
well balanced and fairly even in difficulty leval, 
many shooters shot markedly better on one course 
than  the  other.  There  was  however  no  trend 
toward either course: Just as many suffered with 
Saturdays targets and then shot well on Sunday as 
did  the  opposite.  But  as  they  say,  easy is  a 
relative term. Some of us are good at book reports 
and some at Algebra: It all depends on what the 
test is on that day.

With Digweed in residence, I’m sorry to 
say  that  the  rest  of  the  field  was  pretty  much 
playing for second place and that was the case in 
both the Main and FITASC events. King George 
swept those two shooting 191 on the Main and 94 
on the FITASC but  it  was Curtis Mauldin who 
finished Runner up on the Main with a 185. Ray 
Carey  stepped out  of  his  brother’s  shadow and 
stormed home with a FITASC Runner Up score 
of 89..  

             Main HOA George Digweed 191
Main RU Curtis Mauldin 185
Main M1 Joe Carey 182
Main Junior Ryan Kenton 170
Main Lady Patti Mastroianni 158
Main Vet Michael Allen 167
Main Sup.Vet Joe B. Cantey 158
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FITASC HOA George Digweed 94
FITASC RU Ray Carey 89
FITASC M1 Joe Carey 88
FITASC Junior Jonathan Edwards 74
FITASC Lady Stefanie Steinkraus 72
FITASC Vet Michael Allen 82
FITASC Sup.Vet Dan Cluff 79



ABOUT SHOOTING RESPONSIBLY
By Anonymous
It was like most Saturdays, my buddy and I met at our local club for a round of clays with plans on 
shooting some side games later in the day.
 On Stand #1 while getting ready for my first target a pigeon flew overhead and while my buddy 
said "get it" I was thinking "should I?"  Needlessly I shot the pigeon, it fell dead a few feet from the 
stand.  When we went over to put it into the woods to "hide-the-evidence" we noticed it was banded.  
Curiosity took over so I removed the leg, slid off the band, and dumped it into my clays bag for research 
later that night.
 The band had the following markings IF WTCM 2349.  A quick search engine check on the 
internet with a link there and a click here brought me to the listing of International Federation Pigeon 
Fanciers - World Trade Center Memorial Carrier Pigeon Race band numbers.  I telephoned the number 
for the listing and found the bird was being trained for a memorial race to be held on September 11th  this 
2007 and the band was the entry fee for the race.  It cost the bird owner $100.00 and he had been training 
this pigeon for nine months getting ready for the race in six weeks.

Needless to say I felt like a real low life.  Having fun at someone else's expense, causing someone 
else to have a loss, and having to own up to destroying his property was not a pleasant experience. The 
band now hangs on my clays bag as a reminder to me and to my clays friends to shoot responsibility.  I 
enjoy bird hunting and will continue to do so, but I'll do my best to do my game shooting in the field and 
not on the clays course. Sorry.

     
Fall Trip 2007
Our plans are set for our fall trip of “Ocean State Clays” on Oct 12, 13 and 14, 2007. Reservation forms 
for meals and shooting are attached.  Note that they must be returned by October 3, 2007

Friday we visit fellow Traveler Richie Frisella at Peace Dale Shooting Preserve (“Home of the 
TOUGH Targets”), 130 Pearl’s Way, Peace Dale RI  02879 (401.789.3730).  We shoot there at 12.30 (if 
you plan on shooting there Friday morning as well, give Rich Sr. a call and let him know) and then go to 
the Comfort Inn Airport where we have 20 Rooms reserved in the name of the Ct. Travelers at a reduced 
rate of $89.00 per night (available by calling direct on a first come, first served basis.  Rooms will be held 
until September 28, 2007). Next door is the Sheraton Providence Airport Hotel, 1850 Post Rd., Warwick 
RI (401) 738-4000  We do not have any reserved rooms

Friday night, 7:00 pm, we are having dinner at Rodizio Steakhouse, which features Antipasto and 
the Brazilian style of barbecuing with Italian seasoning, offering a wide variety of different cuts of beef, 
pork, lamb, and chicken that are slowly cooked with special grills to preserve all their natural juices and 
flavors. Over 17 different cuts of meats are brought to you on skewers and carved at your table. You may 
enjoy as much as you like, “feast your fill from Milan to Brazil”

Saturday we spend the day with Geoff Gaebe at Addieville East Farm 200 Pheasant Drive
Mapleville RI 02839 (401.568.3185). We shoot the course in the morning, Chef Andy will prepare lunch 
for us, soup, salad, sandwiches and fixings, and then we can go back out and try the course again from 
some different stations. In addition to Addieville’s five stand and other games, if we ask politely, maybe 
Geoff will set up a 115 yard teal that you can try to shoot like George Digweed--that is, if you can see it.  

Saturday evening we will be dining at Nicole’s Tuscany Grille. With any luck, the Saturday night 
dinner will be accompanied with the chance to win thousands of dollars worth of prizes, thanks to our 
resident benevolent dictator.

Sunday we try a new venue, Wallum Lake Rod and Gun Club, 200 Brook Road, Harrisville, RI 
02830 (401-568-7171).  Richie Frisella, Jr., who sets that course, promises us a challenging course. The 
Rhode Island State Championship was just held there. We have arranged for 100 Sporting.  I have heard 
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that their 22 trap 5 Stand/FITASC field is one of the best in New England and, according to Rich, Jr., you 
can spend the day just shooting that and be content.

Non-shooters: We are staying in Warwick RI which is only a few minutes from Providence and a 
short  drive to  Newport.   Newport  is  home to  miles  of  scenic  coastline ideal  for  exhilarating sailing 
excursions,  relaxing  beach  time,  and  rejuvenating  walks.  For  those  whose  heart  lies  in  architecture, 
design, and history Newport offers tours of opulent mansions, interesting museums, and a number of 
walking tours that reveal the history and charm of the city. For a mouth-watering getaway, visitors can 
enjoy a tour and tasting at the three local vineyards followed by a memorable dining experience at a 
waterfront restaurant.  Saturday in Providence is the Providence Open Market, a good representation of 
many different groups working together for a common community goal - to give Providence a unique 
center to network while shopping for art, healthy edibles, fragrant blooms, DIY crafts and designer wares 
from established artisans including jewelry, handbags, accessories, sculptures, and clothing along with 
affordable mid-century modern furniture, antiques, and collectibles.

If  you  have  any  questions,  contact  Bob  Schrager,  robert@schrager.org or  (if  you  must) 
203.531.6930 (Bob will be unavailable from September 3 to September 15).
If you would like a preview of the venues:
www.addieville.com        www.peacedalesportingclays.com     www.wallumlakerodgun.com 
www.rodiziosteakhouse.com   www.nicolestuscanygrille.com    www.gonewport.com  
www.providenceri.com   www.choicehotels.com/ires/en-US/html/HotelInfo?hotel=RI400 
www.starwoodhotels.com/sheraton/property/overview/index.html?propertyID=828 
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CONTACTING THE TRAVELERS... 
CTSCA.ORG – Webmaster: Jeff Hunter, marist89@excite.com. 
CTSCA Home Office: Al Anglace, email aaa738@aol.com     (by far the best way) or telephone 
203 417-6295 if you absolutely must.
Editor: Phil Steinkraus, e-mail philistein@aol.com
Membership, Address Changes and Shooting Class status: Contact John Hachmann, at email obuc@optonline.net.
Guide Book advertising and other questions contact Dick Orenstein at email oren@umich.edu  or 
call 203-226-5251. 
Past issues of Reload! are available online at www.ShotgunReport.com. 

- - - 2007 CTSCA SHOOTING CALENDAR - - -

SEPT. 30 – “SEPTEMBERSCHUTZENFEST” Millbrook Rod & Gun Club
OCT. 12,13&14 – Fall Tour, Rhode Island Area Clubs
OCT.21 – SMALL GAUGE CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS, Fairfield County Fish & Game, Monroe, CT
NOV. 18 – “SALUTE THE COLORS” Ye Old Newgate Coon Club, Norfolk, CT
DEC. 16 – DICK LOSEE MEMORIAL SHOOT / X-MAS PARTY, Mid County Rod & Gun Club

FOR SALE                            CLASSIFIED ADS                              WANTED

For Sale – Krieghoff Model 32 over/under, 30” brls. w/ choke tubes – Upgraded K-80 No. 3 sporting stock and 
forend with excellent figure. Also includes a custom K-80 Maple stock with soft adjustable comb and right hand 
palm swell. 15” LOP to KICK Ezz pad that is on the gun at this time. Locking hard case. Outstanding condition. 
$3700.00. Photos on request. Frank DiFabbio 203 375-2841 or fdifabbio@aol.com. 
For Sale – Beretta 390 by Cole Gunsmithing-AAA fancy wood, competition trigger, polished action, 28-inch 
mobile choke barrel/IC, Mod, I-Mod, Full, silver oval stock inlay for monogram, blue plastic Beretta hard-case with 
both standard, Beretta black rubber and Tecknys Gel-tec Pad. Less than 100 shells through this as new shotgun—
Not just another used autoloader $1,200.00 OBO Contact Phil Steinkraus (845)876-2570 or Philistein@aol.com  
For Sale – Beretta Teckny Semi Auto – 20 ga., in new condition. $795.00. Contact Dave at dt10@optonline.net.
For Sale – Browning XS Sporter - 28 ga., 30” brls., 3 Inv. + flush chokes. Morgan adj. Recoil pad. 14 ¼” LOP. 
Excellent condition. $1500.00 OBO. Ralph Lowery, 203 509-2260.
For Sale – St. Croix Premier 9.0, 5 weight fly rod and St. Croix CLA456 reel – Scientific Angler Hard side 
travel case. Used one time. $200.00 OBO. Ralph Lowery, 203 509-2260.
For Sale – Pflueger Purist 8.0, 5 weight fly rod with Cortland Rim Fly reel – Scientific Angler hard side travel 
case. Rod is virtually new and reel is used condition. $150.00 OBO. Ralph Lowery, 203 509-2260.
For Sale – Parker DHE SXS 12 gauge – 30” BRLS., imp. cyl. / light mod. fixed chokes. Double triggers, pistol 
grip. Addition of a third dogs head factory option engraved on receiver to enhance original engraving. LOP 15” 
front and 14” rear trigger. Professional restoration completed by Larry DelGreggo in 2006. $6500.00. Contact Al 
Anglace 203 417-6295 or aaa738@aol.com. 
For Sale – Perazzi MX Stan Baker Sporting  – 12 gauge, 31.5 in brls., choked .010” and .020”, 14.5” LOP, 7 
lbs./13oz., KICK EEZ pad, cased. Price reduction: $4700.00. Contact John Hryncewich at 973 427-0499 or 
john@thegunglove.com. 
For Swap – Nine (9) bags of Claybuster WAA20 Replacement Wads, 20 ga. Model #CB1078-20. 500 wads per 
bag. Interested in trading all nine bags for 12 gauge ammo. Happy to bring wads to a Travelers’ shoot. Contact 
Scott Lenhart at lenharts@optonline.net or 845 677-6144.
For Sale – Winchester Model 12 (Pre 64) Pump, same serial numbered two brl. set – 30” Trap and 26” Skeet, 
both with raised matted ribs. Lovely original factory walnut wood. $2475.00. Al Anglace, 
203 417-6295 or aaa738@aol.com. .
For Sale – Golf Cart Conversions – Ready for any Sporting Course. Built to suit your needs. Keith Anglace, 203 
417-5424 or kaa111@aol.com.
Traveler’s Logo Vests, Rain Shooting Coats, Cold Weather Shooting Coats, Shooting Aprons, Shooting 
Shirts and Gun Slips. A few of each left. Al Anglace, 203 417-6295 or aaa738@aol.com.
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THE UPCOMING TRAVELERS’ MONTHLY SHOOT
 “SeptembersChutzenfest”

MILLBROOK ROD & GUN CLUB
Woodstock Road, Millbrook, New York

Sunday, September 30, 2007
Something clicks in the minds of outdoors people when the morning temperatures begin to decline and the 
faint smell of autumn gets us to preparing for the upcoming hunting seasons. A great time of the year it is 
for  the  outdoors  people.  Shooting  practice  fits  right  in  with the  cleaning of  the  old  scatterguns  and 
conditioning your favorite hunting dogs. The Millbrook Rod and Gun Club Venue is the most appropriate 
place to get out and sharpen up the ole’ eye. You feel like you are in the hunt as the target presentations 
thrown in this woods course setting make for a great day of practice. The competitive target shooters will 
find the day interesting and challenging enough to keep them in the hunt for title recognition. Lederhosen 
are again optional.
The usual drill, pre-registration by Wednesday, September 26. $70.00 entry fee, check in by nine and 
small gauge handicaps will be in order. Guests are welcome at this shoot at the $70.00 entry fee. NSCA 
target registration will be available.   

REGISTRATION APPLICATION
---  Your application must be received by Wednesday, September 26, 2007  ---

NAME(S) – Being paid by the enclosed check only:

1.___________________________________2.___________________________________
3.___________________________________4.___________________________________
5.___________________________________6.___________________________________
If possible, please squad with:___________________________________________________________
Concurrent selection, please check one if qualified: Lady___, Veteran___ (55-64), Sr. Veteran___ 
(65 and older) or Junior___ (17 and younger).

REMINDER:  CONCURRENT  AND  HANDICAP  PARTICIPATION  IS  THE  MEMBER’S 
RESPONSIBILITY TO NOTE SAME ON SCORE CARD.
Directions: Taconic Parkway North to Rte. 44 East exit. Turn right off ramp and continue a short distance 
to Rte. 44A on left. Turn left onto 44A and follow to Sanford Road. Turn left on Sanford Rd., and go 1.4 
miles to Woodstock Rd. Turn left on Sanford and continue to the club on top of the hill. 845 667-0029.
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CTSCA Fall Trip 2007

Ocean State Clays
Friday, October 12, Saturday October 13 and Sunday October 14, 2007

You can participate in any or every part of the weekend.  Designate your activities below.
All Shooting activity costs and cart rental charges will be paid directly to the range.

Friday, October 12— 
12.30 PM: Peace Dale Shooting Preserve, 130 Pearl’s Way, Peace Dale RI
   7:00PM: Cocktail Party/Dinner: Rodizio Steakhouse, N. Providence, RI 

Saturday, October 13—
   9:30 AM: Addieville East Farm 200 Pheasant Drive, Mapleville RI 02839

Lunch at Addieville Farm (optional)
   7.30 PM:  Dinner:  Nicole’s Tuscany Grille, Cranston, RI  

Sunday, October 14—
  10:00 AM: Wallum Lake Rod and Gun Club, 200 Brook Road, Harrisville, RI 

Accommodations: Comfort Inn Airport, 1940 Post Rd., Warwick, RI, (401) 732-0470.  20 
Rooms reserved in the name of Ct. Travelers at a reduced rate of $89.00 per night.  Available 
(by calling direct) on a first come, first served basis.  Rooms will be held until September 28, 
2007.  Next door is the Sheraton Providence Airport Hotel, 1850 Post Rd., Warwick RI (401) 
738-4000  We do not have any reserved rooms there.

Mail to Robert Schrager, 60 East 42nd Street, 37th FL, New York, NY 10165
—Your Reservations must be received by October 3, 2007 —

Friday, October 12 12.30 pm
Peace Dale Shooting Preserve, 130 Pearl’s Way, Peace Dale RI  02879 (401.789.3730)

100 Sporting Clays
Saturday, October 13 9.30 am

Addieville East Farm 200 Pheasant Drive, Mapleville RI 02839
100 Sporting Clays

Lunch Break
100 Sporting Clays

Sunday, October 14 10:00 am
Wallum Lake Rod and Gun Club, 200 Brook Road, Harrisville, RI 02830 (401-568-7171)

100 Sporting Clays—for cart reservations call Rich Frisella, Jr. (401.793.1122)
22 trap Five Stand (Rich Frisella, Jr. says it’s worth a visit by itself)

Questions:  Bob Schrager, Robert@Schrager.org or (if you must) 203.531.6930

Please complete reservation below and mail to be received by October 3, 2007 to
Robert Schrager, 60 East 42nd Street, 37th FL, New York, NY 10165
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Meal Reservation Form
Restaurant Reservations MUST be Pre-Paid with this Form

MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO CTSCA

Name:______________________________Name______________________________

Friday Eve: Rodizio Steakhouse – $45.00 per person  X_____     =     $________
Antipasto buffet and unlimited table service of over 17 different cuts of meats

Saturday Lunch:  Addieville East Farm – $22.00 per person  X_____    =     $________
Soup, Sandwiches, Salads and Fixings

Saturday  Eve:  Nicole’s Tuscany Grille – $39.00 per person  X_____    =     $________

____Chicken Stefano     ____Veal Parmigiano     ____Salmon Fillet
Total due with Reservation:  $________

Fall 2007 Shooting Reservations

NAME__________________________________________________

Friday, October 12 12.30 pm
Peace Dale Shooting Preserve 100 Sporting Clays Number_____

Saturday, October 13 9.30 am
Addieville East Farm 

100 Sporting Clays AM Number_____

100 Sporting Clays PM Number_____

Sunday, October 14 10:00 am
Wallum Lake Rod and Gun Club 100 Sporting Clays Number_____
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